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Abstract
Massive open online courses have been
growing rapidly in size and impact.
TraMOOC1 aims at developing highquality translation of all types of text genre
included in MOOCs from English into
eleven European and BRIC languages that
are hard to translate into and have weak
MT support.
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Recent developments

In TraMOOC, we have developed machine translation prototypes for 11 target languages, from English into German, Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, Bulgarian, Greek, Polish, Czech, Croatian, Russian,
and Chinese. The translation systems are based
on phrase-based SMT and neural machine translation. The latter has achieved state-of-the-art performance in recent evaluation campaigns (Bojar,
2016). We use the Nematus toolkit (Sennrich,
2017) for training; the translation server is based
on the amuNMT toolkit (Junczys-Dowmunt et al.,
2016). The translation systems have been adapted
to MOOC texts via fine-tuning of the model parameters on in-domain training data to maximize
translation quality on this domain.
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We have also completed a comparative human
evaluation of phrase-based SMT and NMT for four
language pairs to compare educational domain output from both systems using a variety of metrics.
These include automatic evaluation, human rankings of adequacy and fluency, error-type markup,
and technical and temporal post-editing effort. The
results show a preference for NMT in side-byside ranking for all language pairs, texts, and segment lengths. In addition, perceived fluency is improved and annotated errors are fewer in the NMT
output. However, results are mixed for some error categories. Despite far fewer segments requiring post-editing, document-level post-editing performance was not found to have significantly improved when using NMT in this study, suggesting
that NMT may not show an enormous improvement over SMT when used in a production scenario. We have subsequently prepared data and a
slightly amended quality evaluation methodology
to apply to all TraMOOC NMT systems later in
2017.
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